Julie C. Morse
Suggested Interview Questions for Out of the Box
Many people dream about mixing business with pleasure. Few do—and even fewer do it as successfully or
with as much intrigue as now-septuagenarian Bob Harris. In Out of the Box, Bob proves he is an
exceedingly rare breed of businessman who found highly creative and often mysterious ways to build
exciting travels and world adventures into his life and work as a box salesman extraordinaire. Now
nearing eighty, he tells all (or all he can) to his “niece.”

The objectives of this article/broadcast segment are to:

Introduce people to the engaging life tales and mysteries of the book’s subject, Chicagoan Bob
Harris.

Discuss how the biography reads like a novel in creative nonfiction style, and how the
narrator, Julianna, came to be.


Talk about how Bob’s life philosophies intersect with some of Julie’s own.


Discuss how Julie’s lifelong dream to write a book came true—twice over—in 2012 with the
simultaneous release of Out of the Box and When Billy Went Bald.

Suggested Questions:
How did you meet Bob Harris—and how did you uncover his true and untold real-life story?
How did Bob work so long “in the trenches” without people not knowing his real story?
What did you learn in writing this book—about life and writing?
How daunting was it to tackle someone’s life story as your first adult-audience book?
How forthcoming was Bob in telling you his life story, warts and all?
Why did you choose to make this into a creative nonfiction title and not a traditional biography?
How does creative nonfiction, a lesser known genre, differ from traditional nonfiction?
Who were your mentors in writing this book?
Is the Uncle Bob in the book truly like an uncle to you?
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Do you share Bob’s intriguing life philosophies and his taste for adventure in your personal life?
You’ve always been a writer, for newspapers and communications companies—but you never wrote a
book. Now you have two coming out at the same time, an adult book and a children’s book. How did that
happen?
Are you working on any other titles now?
Your bio says you are a writer and speaker on your books as well as on other topics. Is there a common
thread in the issues you speak about and in the types of groups to whom you speak?
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